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SCHOOL SKOOL

® Meditation class for Peaceful Learning

® Karate for Self Security

® Veena, Tanjur Painting

® Gymnastic for Flexibility of Body

® Skating for C-ordination of Body and Mind

® Keyboard, Guitar, Vocal Recreation

"Design is not what it looks like or feels like.

 Design is how it works"

 E 10 Acres of Eco-green modern campus

 E Wide sufficient play ground

 E Well furnished play park equipments for tiny tots.

 E Airy Environment for fairy learning.

 E Spacious classroom with separate seating arrangements.

 E 650 sqft knowledge station (Library) with 6000 books for students.

 E Computer Lab facility

 E 650 sqft for practical knowledge (Science Lab)

 E Accident free zone.

 E School Van for safe transport of the students.

ARTISTIC KNOWLEDGE CASTLE

INFRASTUCTURE

ACTIVITIES

è Focuses on career building     

è Purifies our heart

è Encourages mutual cooperation

è Liberates us from negativities like hatred, greed, 

jealously etc and makes us good human beings

è Promotes harmony and enriches the entire 

humanity

è Equips us with courage, fortitude,  Enthusiasm 

and determination in facing        total life.

è Focuses on career building     

è Opens our mind                 

è Teaches competition    

è Gives us expertise, makes us     good 

professionals

è Help some to succeed and    others to lag 

behind.        

è Gives us degrees and     employment.        

Experience the difference between.....

SCHOOLS vs SKOOL

Near Medical College,Vagavasal Rajapatti, Pudukkottai - 622004
email: maiskoolcbseweb@gmail.com | website: www.Maiskool.com

Phone : 04322 - 271227 Cell : 7373068666,  7373468666

Senior Secondary School

 Karate self security

 MeditationPeaceful learning

Flexibility  of body
 Gymnastic

 Skating

Co-ordination of body 
and mind

 Keyboard Guitar, Vocal 

 RecreationIdeas, thoughts 
and feeling

 Third eyes 

(CBSE)



MAI SKOOL is an initiative in the creative education field by  KET (KUMARAMALAYAN EDUCATIONAL TRUST) 

with an aim to develop and expand the creativity and Life Skill of students by reinforcing through dynamic spirit.

“Education is a lifelong process and achieving excellence is a Continuous Process”

MAI SKOOL commenced on the 17th day of June 2010, True to its motto "MAKING ASTOUNDING 

INDIVIDUALS" the SKOOL moves on to the mighty ladder of education. There is much to climb and achieve, 

but MAI SKOOL will always stay ahead.

On November 2016 our SKOOL was upgraded to Senior Secondary Level. We are very much proud to share 

you that we are the first CBSE affiliated School in Pudukkottai.

Our SKOOL abounds in a wide expanse of Ten acres amidst a lavish landscape. Here protected from the 

anxieties of city life, a child can find the necessary  space and encouragement to grow fully into a young adult. 

Established and  administered  by the founder of the KET (KUMARAMALAYAN EDUCATIONAL TRUST)  Er. 

S.A .Anbumuthu B.E., (Founder and Correspondent) and Mrs. A.Hemamalini Anbumuthu  (Secretary) of the  

school will  hold the banner of true  education aloft, for in the race of  quality there is finish line.

Why do you have join in MAI SKOOL?                       

1. Stress free Education

 2. Uniqueness

3. Privilege

4. Bonding

     5. Service

Co-education is a cornerstone of our effort to breed an open 

community where all the difference are experienced. Our primary 

aim is to foster values that contributes to our unity in this culturally 

plural society.

MAI SKOOL identifies in education, not only the call for strong 

examination grades  but also the deeper search for fellow feeling, 

tolerance and active responsibility across all fields. The children 

are raised in the universal atmosphere where every one, dispite 

various difference are  accorded with equal  respect.

A small step for a giant exposure in child's life"  Let them Play, Learn and   Grow Joyfully"

 The  first five years are the most crucial period in an individual's  intellectual growth. It is  during these  

years that he / she picks up most of the skills  required for learning and creative expression. These 

includes many basic skills  like observation, language and motor skills essential for life.

 It is also during these years the child picks up his / her first letters, learns to gather knowledge and   

confidence. Knowledge does not merely mean the knowledge to read and write, it means  the wholesome 

ability to think, act, and express one's own creative skills. It had now  been  widely  accepted by child  

psychologists that intelligence includes one's creative abilities as well.

"Planting seeds of knowledge that grows forever"!

"Connect with your Teen as often as possible"
 "Be compassionate not forcefull”

Distinguish Why Define Describe solve find out Explain derive what 

State List Simplify Prove Calculate how account for name mention

"A place where they prepare themselves for the future"

Group 1:  English (Core), Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics

Group 2: English (Core), Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Computer Science/ Informatics Practice

Group 3: English (Core), Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Computer Science/ Informatics Practice

Group 4: English (Core), Accountancy, Business Studies, Economics, Mathematics

Group 5: English (Core), Accountancy, Business Studies, Economics, Computer Science/ Informatics Practice

MAI SKOOL is an initiative that aims to empower student with the 

bestest of way possible. We develop technological  skills of  students 

by output based  learning  through ICT Skills.

"Be a part of the Technology Revolution"

"Share the knowledge and cheerfulness on dais"

There is a lot of school activities around the skool clubs

 Champions  aren't  made  in the  gyms. 

Champions are made from something 

 Deep inside them - A Desire, A  Dream, A Vision.

One should devote at least half an hour to a favourite sport 

every day. It will keep you fresh, physically and mentally 

active. Time devoted can obviously be decreased when 

examinations are nearer. No physical activity can make one a 

dull person.
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5 Ways we are Unique   

A good head start for learning

  Teaching in a fun filled play way method

Indulging children on a path of lifelong learning

 Enhancing development in language and mathematics

A great opportunity to develop social skills

 Exposure for enhancing communication skills.

A PLACE TO FEEL OF COLOURS

OUR VISION & MISSION

HOME FROM HOME (KINDER GARTEN)

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

SENIOR SECONDARY

TRANSFORMING TECHNOLOGY

CLUBS

@Tri language communication

@Mathamatics for Analytical skills

@Science for Exploring

@Eco for Nature study

@Heritage for memories

SPORTS 
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